
CS 330

Non-Parametric Few-Shot Learning
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Course Reminders

2

Homework 1 due tonight.  

Homework 2 released, due Mon 10/24.

Project mentors to be assigned this week.  

Project proposal due next Weds 10/19.
(graded lightly, for your benefit)



Plan for Today

Non-Parametric Few-Shot Learning 
- Siamese networks, matching networks, prototypical 

networks 
- Case study of few-shot student feedback generation 

Properties of Meta-Learning Algorithms 
- Comparison of approaches 

Example Meta-Learning Applications 
- Imitation learning, drug discovery, motion prediction, 

language generation 

3

Goals for by the end of lecture: 
- Basics of non-parametric few-shot learning techniques (& how to implement) 
- Trade-offs between black-box, optimization-based, and non-parametric meta-learning 
- Familiarity with applied formulations of meta-learning
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Recap:	Black-Box	Meta-Learning

Key	idea:	parametrize learner as a neural network

+ expressive - challenging	op0miza0on problem
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Recap:	Op:miza:on-Based	Meta-Learning

Key	idea:	embed opMmizaMon inside the inner learning process

+ structure	of	op0miza0on	
embedded into meta-learner

- typically requires		
second-order	op0miza0on

Today:	Can we embed a learning procedure without a second-order opMmizaMon?



So	far: Learning parametric models.

Can we use parametric	meta-learners that produce effecMve non-parametric	learners?

During meta-test	0me: few-shot learning <-> low data regime 

  During meta-training: sMll want to be parametric

In low data regimes, non-parametric 
methods are simple, work well.

Note: some of these methods precede parametric approaches
6



Non-parametric	methods
Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.

training	data test	datapoint

Compare test image with training images

In	what	space	do	you	compare?	With	what	distance	metric?

 distance in pixel space?ℓ2

Dtr
i
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 distance in pixel space?ℓ2

Zhang	et	al.	(arXiv	1801.03924)

In	what	space	do	you	compare?	With	what	distance	metric?
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Non-parametric	methods
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Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.

training	data test	datapoint

Compare test image with training images
In	what	space	do	you	compare?	With	what	distance	metric?

 distance in pixel space?ℓ2

Dtr
i

 distance in pixel space?ℓ2

Idea: Learn to compare using meta-training data

Ques:on:	What distance metric would you use instead?
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label

train Siamese network to predict whether or not two images are the same class

Non-parametric	methods

Koch	et	al.,	ICML	‘15

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.
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train Siamese network to predict whether or not two images are the same class

Non-parametric	methods
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label

Koch	et	al.,	ICML	‘15

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.
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train Siamese network to predict whether or not two images are the same class

Non-parametric	methods
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label

Koch	et	al.,	ICML	‘15

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.
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Koch	et	al.,	ICML	‘15

Non-parametric	methods

train Siamese network to predict whether or not two images are the same class

label

1

label

Meta-test Mme: compare image            to each image in                  Dtr
j

Meta-training: Binary classificaMon Can we match meta-train & meta-test?

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.

Meta-test: N-way classificaMon
13



Vinyals	et	al.	Matching	Networks,	NeurIPS	‘16

Dtr
i

bidirec:onal	
LSTM

convolu:onal	
encoder

Non-parametric	methods

Dts
i

Can we match meta-train & meta-test?
Nearest	neighbors in learned embedding space

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.
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Trained end-to-end. 

Meta-train & meta-test Mme match.

Compute ŷts =
X
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Non-parametric	methods

1. Sample task Ti
2. Sample disjoint datasets Dtr

i ,Dtest
i from Di

(or mini batch of tasks)

3. Compute �i  f✓(Dtr
i )

4. Update ✓ using r✓L(�i,Dtest
i )

Black-box approach

General	Algorithm:

Non-parametric approach (matching networks)
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Compute ŷts =
X

xk,yk2Dtr

f✓(x
ts, xk)yk

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.

Update ✓ using r✓L(ŷts, yts)

What if >1	shot?
Matching networks will perform comparisons independently	

Can we aggregate	class	informa:on to create a prototypical	embedding?

(Parameters  integrated 
out, hence non-parametric)

ϕ



Snell	et	al.	Prototypical	Networks,	NeurIPS	‘17

Non-parametric	methods

d: Euclidean, or cosine distance

Key	Idea: Use non-parametric learner.
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cn =
1
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(y = n)f✓(x)

p✓(y = n|x) = exp(�d (f✓(x), cn))P
n0 exp(d(f✓(x), cn0))



Non-parametric	methods
So	far: Siamese networks, matching networks, prototypical networks

Embed, then nearest neighbors.

Idea: Learn non-linear relaMon 
module on embeddings

Challenge
What if you need to reason about more complex relaMonships between datapoints?

Idea: Perform message 
passing on embeddings

Garcia & Bruna, GNN

Idea: Learn infinite 
mixture of prototypes.

Allen et al. IMP, ICML ‘19

(learn d in PN)

Sung et al. RelaMon Net
17



Previous Year’s Case Study

Link:	hdps://arxiv.org/abs/1811.03066
Machine	Learning	for	Healthcare	Conference	2019

- hard to get data 
- data is long-tailed

Challenges:

Goal:
Acquire accurate 
classifier on all classes



This Year’s Case Study

hdps://ai.stanford.edu/blog/prototransformer/
Links:

hdps://arxiv.org/abs/2107.14035



The	Feedback	Problem

Piech	&	Sahami	&	Zelenski,	
Stanford	University

Code-in-Place 2021: Free intro to CS course, 12,000+ students from 150+ countries

How can we give feedback on a diagnosMc?
Submissions: open-ended Python code snippets

EsMmated 8+ months of human labor



The	Feedback	Challenge

● Train a model to infer student misconceptions, y,  from the student solution, x.

# print 1 to n w/ loop 

def my_solution(n) 

 print(1) 

 print(2) 

 print(3)

[x] Incorrect Syntax 

[x] Did not loop 

[ ] Uses “print” fn 

Predict!

Same	rubrics	that	instructors	use	to	give	their	feedback. 21



Why	is	this	a	hard	problem	for	ML?	

● Limited	annotation:	grading	student	work	takes	expertise	and	is	very	time	
consuming.		

Example:	annotating	800	blockly	codes	took	25	hrs

The	Feedback	Challenge
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Why	is	this	a	hard	problem	for	ML?	

● Limited	annotation:	grading	student	work	takes	expertise	and	is	very	time	
consuming.		

● Long	tailed	distribution:	students	solve	the	same	problem	in	many	many	ways.	

The	Feedback	Challenge

Generative	Grading:	Neural	Approximate	Parsing	for	Verifiable	Automated	Student	Feedback	(Malik	et.	al.	2020)
23



Why	is	this	a	hard	problem	for	ML?	

● Limited	annotation:	grading	student	work	takes	expertise	and	is	very	time	
consuming.		

● Long	tailed	distribution:	students	solve	the	same	problem	in	many	many	ways.	

● Changing	curriculums:	instructors	constantly	edit	assignments	and	exams.	
Student	solutions	and	instructor	feedback	look	different	year	to	year.		

The	Feedback	Challenge
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Framing	it	as	a	Meta-Learning	Problem

Meta-Training	Dataset:	4	final	exams	and	4	midterm	exams	from	CS106.		

● 63 questions and 24.8k student solutions. 
● Every student solution has feedback via a rubric.

25

A	rubric	has	several	items.	Each	item	has	several	options	that	you	may	pick	as	true.	
● More than one option can be true. 
● Every problem has its own (possibly unique) rubric items and options. 

Task
Also	task

another	task?!

Yet	another	task



ProtoTransformer

Prototypical Networks for Few-shot Learning (Snell et. al. 2017)

● x	=	(x1,	x2,	...,	xT)	is	a	sequence	of	discrete	tokens	(e.g.	code,	language).	

● The	embedding	fӨ:	X➝Rd	is	a	RoBERTa	model	(stacked	transformers)	where	

token	embeddings	are	averaged	into	a	single	vector.	

● Applying	this	out	of	the	box	fails.
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Attention	is	not	all	you	need.😮

p✓(y = n|x) = exp(�d (f✓(x), cn))P
n0 exp(d(f✓(x), cn0))



Trick	#1:	Augment	rubric	tasks	with	self-supervised	tasks

27

Trick	#2:	Reduce	few-shot	ambiguity	by	incorporating	side	information	(rubric	option	
name,	question	text)

Trick	#3:	Pre-train	on	unlabeled	Python	code.
CodeBERT:	A	Pre-Trained	Model	for	Programming	and	Natural	Languages	(Feng	et.	al.	2020	
CodeSearchNet	Challenge:	Evaluating	the	State	of	Semantic	Code	Search	(Husain	et.al.	2020)
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Main	Offline	Results

- Outperforms	supervised	
learning by	8-17%	

- More	accurate than human	TA 
on held-out	rubric 

- Room	to	grow on held-out	
exam

29



Live	Deployment	to	Code-in-Place	Students

30

May 10th, 2021: Students took diagnostic.

Syntax error here 
would prevent 
unit tests from 
being useful

Algorithm uses attention 
to highlight where the 
error arises

AI generated 
feedback

Students evaluate 
the feedback

UI designed by Alan Cheng & Chris Piech



Effect	size	=	0.9pp	
p	<	0.02

Blind,	randomized	trial	with	real	students

Humans	gave	good	feedback.		
ML	model	gave	slightly	better	feedback.

Humans	gave	feedback	~1k	answers.	
AI	gave	feedback	on	the	remaining	~15k.

~2k	could	be	auto-graded	and	were	not	
included	in	analysis.

Average	holis:c	ra:ng	of	usefulness	by	students	was	4.6	±	0.018	out	of	5.	 31



No	signs	of	bias	by	demographics

32



Plan for Today
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How can we think about how these methods compare?

Non-Parametric Few-Shot Learning 
- Siamese networks, matching networks, prototypical 

networks 
- Case study of few-shot student feedback generation 

Properties of Meta-Learning Algorithms 
- Comparison of approaches 

Example Meta-Learning Applications 
- Imitation learning, drug discovery, motion prediction, 

language generation 



Black-box	vs.	Op:miza:on	vs.	Non-Parametric

Black-box

yts

xts

yts = f✓(Dtr
i , x

ts)

Op0miza0on-based

Note:	(again)	Can	mix	&	match	components	of	computa:on	graph

Non-parametric

Computa(on	graph	perspec0ve

Both condiMon on data & 
run gradient descent.

Jiang et al. CAML ‘19

MAML, but iniMalize last layer as 
ProtoNet during meta-training

Triantafillou et al. Proto-MAML ‘19
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Gradient descent on 
relaMon net embedding.

Rusu et al. LEO ‘19

= softmax(�d
�
f✓(x

ts), cn
�
)

where cn =
1
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Black-box	vs.	Op:miza:on	vs.	Non-Parametric
Algorithmic	proper(es	perspec0ve
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Expressive	power
the ability for f to represent a range of learning procedures

Consistency
learned learning procedure will monotonically improve with more data

Why?	 scalability, applicability to a range of domains

Why?	
reduce reliance on meta-training tasks,  

good OOD task performance

These	proper:es	are	important	for	most	applica:ons!

Recall:



+ enMrely feedforward	
+ computa0onally	fast & easy	to	
op0mize 

- harder	to	generalize to varying	K	
- hard to scale to very	large	K	
- so far, limited	to	classifica0on

Generally, well-tuned versions of each perform comparably on many few-shot benchmarks!

+ easy to combine with variety	of	
learning	problems (e.g. SL, RL) 

- challenging	op0miza0on (no 
inducMve bias at the iniMalizaMon) 
- onen data-inefficient

+ posi0ve	induc0ve	bias at the start 
of meta-learning 
+ handles varying & large	K well 
+ model-agnos0c 

- second-order	op0miza0on	

- usually compute and memory	
intensive

Black-box Op:miza:on-based Non-parametric

36

+ complete	expressive	power 

- not	consistent

+ consistent,	reduces	to	GD 

~	expressive	for	very	deep	models*

+	expressive	for	most	architectures	

~	consistent	under	certain		
condi0ons

*for supervised learning sepngs

Black-box	vs.	Op:miza:on	vs.	Non-Parametric

(likely says more about the benchmarks than the methods)

Which method to use depends on your use-case.



Black-box	vs.	Op:miza:on	vs.	Non-Parametric
Algorithmic	proper(es	perspec0ve

37

Expressive	power
the ability for f to represent a range of learning procedures

Consistency

Uncertainty	awareness

learned learning procedure will monotonically improve with more data

ability to reason about ambiguity during learning

Why?	 scalability, applicability to a range of domains

Why?	
reduce reliance on meta-training tasks,  

good OOD task performance

Why?	

We’ll	discuss	this	in	2	weeks!

acMve learning, calibrated uncertainty, RL 
principled Bayesian approaches



Non-Parametric Few-Shot Learning 
- Siamese networks, matching networks, prototypical 

networks 
- Case study of few-shot student feedback generation 

Properties of Meta-Learning Algorithms 
- Comparison of approaches 

Example Meta-Learning Applications 
- Imitation learning, drug discovery, motion prediction, 

language generation 

Plan for Today



Applica:on:	One-Shot	Imita:on	Learning
(Yu*, Finn* et al. One-Shot ImitaMon from Observing Humans. RSS 2018)

Tasks:
manipulating different objects

: video of a human𝒟tr
i

: teleoperated demonstration𝒟ts
i

Model: opMmizaMon-based
MAML with learned inner loss



Applica:on:	Low-Resource	Molecular	Property	Predic:on
(Nguyen et al. Meta-Learning GNN IniMalizaMons for Low-Resource Molecular Property PredicMon. 2020)

Tasks:
Predicting properties & activities 
of different molecules

, : different instances𝒟tr
i 𝒟ts

i

Model: opMmizaMon-based
MAML, first-order MAML, ANIL
Gated graph neural net base model

[potenMally useful for low-resource drug discovery problems]



Applica:on:	Few-Shot	Human	Mo:on	Predic:on
(Gui et al. Few-Shot Human MoMon PredicMon via Meta-Learning. ECCV 2018)

Tasks:

Different human users & motions

Model:  
opMmizaMon-based/black-box hybrid

MAML with addiMonal 
learned update rule

Recurrent neural net base model

[potenMally useful for human-robot interacMon, autonomous driving]

: past K time steps of motion𝒟tr
i

: future second(s) of motion𝒟ts
i

mean angle error w.r.t. predicMon horizon

GT

PAML



Closing	note	for	today

 and  do not need to be sampled independently from .𝒟tr
i 𝒟ts

i 𝒟i

 could have: 
- noisy labels 
- weakly supervised 
- domain shin 
- etc.

𝒟tr
i



Plan for Today

Non-Parametric Few-Shot Learning 
- Siamese networks, matching networks, prototypical 

networks 
- Case study of few-shot student feedback generation 

Properties of Meta-Learning Algorithms 
- Comparison of approaches 

Example Meta-Learning Applications 
- Imitation learning, drug discovery, motion prediction, 

language generation
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Goals for by the end of lecture: 
- Basics of non-parametric few-shot learning techniques (& how to implement) 
- Trade-offs between black-box, optimization-based, and non-parametric meta-learning 
- Familiarity with applied formulations of meta-learning



Course LogisMcs
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Homework 1 due tonight.  
Homework 2 released, due Mon 10/24.

Project mentors to be assigned this week.  
Project proposal due next Weds 10/19.

(graded lightly, for your benefit)

Done with meta-learning algorithms! 

Next	week: unsupervised pre-training

CourseworkLecture	Topics


